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Abstract

Radar and rocket electric field observations of auroral arcs

have earlier been used to identify essentially four different

arc types, namely anticorrelation and correlation arcs (with,

respectively, decreased and increased arc-associated field)

and asymmetric and reversal arcs. In this paper, rocket double

probe and supplementary observations from the literature,

obtained 'i. .der various geophysical conditions, are used to

organize Jie different arc types on a physical rather than

Borphol- cal basis. This classification is based on the

relativ* nfluence on the electric field pattern from the two

current continuity mechanisms, polarisation electric fields

and >-»<eland currents. In this context the tangential

electi . field plays an essential role and it is thus

import »'*t that it can be obtained with both high accuracy and

resolution. In situ observations by »ounding rockets are shown

to be better suited for this specific task than monostatic

radar observations. Depending on the dominating mechanism,

estimated quantitatively for a number of arc-crossings, the

different arc types have been grouped into the following main

categories: Polarisation arcs, Birkeland current arcs and

Combination arcs. Finally the high altitude potential

distributions corresponding to some of the different arc types

are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The electric field patterns around auroral arcs have been

studied extensively durin? more than a decade, by means of

ionized clouds, rockets, radars and satellites. The

observations which are mostly from the evening and midnight

sector show a large variety in the electric field patterns.

Basic work in systematizing these observations has been made

by de la Beaujardiére and co-workers using the Chatanika radar

observations (de la Beaujardiére et a.1., 1977, 1981).

According to them the observed pattern of the meridional

electric field could be categorized in four types:

1) The anticorrelation type where the northward electric field

decreases to a small value within the arc.

2) The correlation type, where the southward electric field

increases within the arc.

3) The asymmetric type, similar to the anticorrelation type,

though the field remains low on the poleward side of the arc.

4) The reversal type, where the meridional electric field

reverses within the arc.

(The terminology refers to the "correlation" and

"anticorrelation" between electric field strength and particle

precipitation.)

The first three of these types were explained in terms of a

southward polarisation electric field generated within the arc

and superposed on the ambient LT-dependent electric field. The

categories discussed by Yasuhara (1981) are roughly the same

although he lumped together the anticorrelation and

correlation arcs into a single group. These two

classifications are essentially morphological, and the

intention of this paper is to present an alternative arc

classification scheme which is based on more physical grounds.

This is needed for several reasons. There are examples of

double-reversal arcs with electric field patterns that suggest

a close relationship to e.g. the anticorrelation type, which

is dominated by the polarisation effect, while other reversal

arc patterns reveal other generating mechanisms. It is

therefore desirable to find a classification that reflects the
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physical mechanisms involved. There is also a need for a more

complete arc-classification scheme since there are several

electric field patterns observed or suggested, which are not

included in the four categories discussed above.

The basis for the classification presented here is the

following: There are two ways to maintain current continuity

across an arc, namely by polarisation electric fields and by

Birkeland currents. Thus, the approach used here is to

estimate for each specific case the relative influence on the

arc electric field pattern from these two mechanisms. This can

be done by simply comparing the electric field value observed

within the arc with that expected from current continuity

requirements assuming no Birkeland current flow. This method

is described in more detail in Section 2.

The data base used for the present study consists of electric

field observations made by the Royal Institute of Technology

(RIT) double-probe experiment and supplementary radar and

rocket observations taken from the literature. These

observations are presented and discussed in Section 3.

For reasons which will become clear later, good accuracy and

high resolution data of both the horizontal electric field

components are needed, when applying thi3 method to the

observations, in order to keep the error limits at an

acceptable level. This is especially true for the tangential

fieldr E . which is shown to have a strong influence on the

polarisation field. These requirements are hard to fulfill

with monostatic radar observations where only the electric

field component perpendicular to the line of sight can be

obtained with sufficient accuracy. Rocket electric field

observations are, however, almost ideal for this type of

study, provided that the latitudinal coverage of the rocket

trajectories is sufficient to give representative estimates of

the ambient field.
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The high-altitude potential distributions corresponding to the

various types of arcs can be obtained fro» the difference

between the ionospheric potential across the arc and the

acceleration potential of the auroral particles (see e.g.

Lundin, 1976). A few examples are discussed in Section 4.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we shall derive an approximate expression for

the transverse electric field component within the arc, as

determined from the current continuity requirement across the

equatorward arc boundary. For the cases having a symmetric

electric field pattern this is enough. For the asymetric

cases however, the continuity across the poleward arc edge

»ust also be taken into account.

Consider a latitudinal strip of enhanced conductivity

representing an auroral arc, extending infinitely in the

y-direction. The height-integrated Hall- and Pedersen

conductivities within the arc and equatorward of it are £ D ,

Z- and Z u , I c respectively. The horizontal electric field

vectors in the two regions are £ and E . The configuration is

shown below

w
t c
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The height-integrated horizontal current vector is given by

where V is the neutral wind vector which will be assuaed to
~n 2

be negligible as compared with ExB/B .



The other assumption made here is that the gradients of the

electric field and the conductivities are much smaller in the

y-direction than in the x-direction.

Using Maxwells equations we obtain the continuity

relationships for the tangential electric field

E y
E - E y

A (2)

and for the transverse height-integrated currents

where JM denotes the Birkeland current (positive downwards)

Using (1), (2) and (3) the expected transverse electric field

inside the arc can be expxessed as

P P P

or written in more concentrated form

ExA = Eo + J" / EP A

where E is the electric field x-component that would prevail

inside the arc if there were no Birkeland currents. Thus,

given the ambient electric field and appropriate values of the

conductivity ratios, a relation between the observed and the

calculated electric field can be obtained. If E and Ev are
o x

found to be roughly equal, the relative contribution to the

electric field pattern from Birkeland current* is small and

that from the polarisation field large. If, instead, there is

a large difference between the two, then Birkeland currents

have a strong influence on the field-distribution across the

discontinuity. There is one exception to this use of Equation
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(5). It is the unusual case when the horisontal current is
very nearly parallel to the arc, and neither polarisation nor
Birkeland currents have much influence on the transverse field
pattern.

3. OBSERVATIONS

Column 3 in Table 1 gives a schematic summary of the various
electric field patterns found from the observations used for
this study. The other information in Table 1 will be referred
to later in the text. The electric field observations
discussed below are presented in different coordinate systems,
geomagnetic, arc-aligned or geographic. The reason for this is
that the observations have been taken from a large number of
different sources. Thus, whenever the arc alignment differs
from the y-direction, E will be different from the tangential
electric field component E^. For a majority of the cases
presented here this difference is small. The effect on the
results of E being slightly different from E T and other
possible sources of error are discussed for the individual
cases in the appendix. There is also given some additional
information on the different events used for this study.

3,1

Three examples of this type are shown in Figure 1, Figures 1a
and 1c are rocket observations reported on by Marklund £JLJkl>
(1982) and Cahill e_fc_al. (1980) and Figure 1b shows radar
observations taken from de la Beaujardiére «t al. (1977).

This pattern is typical for the evening sector in the early
phase of a substorm when the ambient electric field is
northward. Within the arc the field is reduced to a small
value, which is due to a southward polarisation field needed
within the arc to maintain continuity for the transverse
currents (de la Beaujardiére eJLjftl. (1977), Marklund fi£_al.
(1982)). The question is whether there is a significant
contribution to the observed electric field pattern also from
net Birkeland currents. Intense pairs of oppositely directed
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field-aligned currents are likely to exist in very localized

sheets around the arc edges, as shown by Marklund et al.

(1982) but the net current fro» these night still be small.

Equation (5) has been applied to the arc crossing shown in

Fig.1a where an arc-aligned coordinate system has been used.

For the ambient electric field we have not chosen the peak

value at the arc edge, but instead a lower value from a region

further out where the field-gradient is small, in order to

avoid small-scale localized effects. The latter will be

discussed in Section 5. The conductivity ratios are taken from

Fig. 10 in Marklund ejfc al. (1982) and the result with

estimated error limits are given in Table 2. As can be seen E

(23 mV/m) and the measured value E (18 mV/m) are about equal

which suggest that the observed pattern is dominated by the

polarisation effect. In fact the difference between the two,

cannot for sure be attributed to Birkeland current flow, since

it is comparable to the estimated error limit of the

calculation. The evening anticorrelation type thus is one

subgroup of the polarisation arcs.

3.2 Morning anfcicorrelation arc

An example of this type, which is the morningside equivalent

to type IA above, is shown in Figure 2a in a geographical

coordinate system. The electric field was obtained with the

RXT-experiment on the F4D flight, during the "Polare

Hochatmosphäre" campaign in And0ya 1977 (Theile et $,%. f 1981).

The arc crossing took place between 150 and 250 s flight time

during a negative bay disturbance in the postmidnight sector,

when the ambient electric field was predominantly southward.

Inside the arc the field is reduced to about half the ambient

value.

In Fig. 2b the rocket observations are compared with the

electric field obtained by the STARE (Scandinavian Twin

Auroral Radar Experiment) radars (by courtesy of R.

Greenwald). The approximate locations of the arc are indicated

by the dashed areas. The agreement between the two

measurements is relatively good throughout the flight and the
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field reduction within the arc is clearly visible also in the

STARE data.

The conductivity ratios needed for the calculation of E have

been estimated from the electron density profiles and the

particle observations! presented .in Theile et a\. (1981). As

can be seen in Table 2, E is found to be -16 mV/m which is

close to the observed E " -f i.eld of -20 mV/m. The largest

contribution to the estimated error in E comes from the
o

uncertainty in E , being slightly discontinuous at the arc

edge. Thus it appears as if this type should be another

subgroup o.t the Polarisation arcs. Similar observations of a

reduction of the southward electric field within an arc were

made by Potter (1970) and Ziesoleck et al. (1983).

3.3 Morning correlation arc

An example of this type presented in a geomagnetic coordinate

system, is shown in Fig.3 reproduced from Fig.13 in de la

Beaujardiére e_£_.ai,. (1^77) . The southward field is enhanced

within tb's arc, although the peak value is observed outside

the arc. Note that there is c, more clear correlation between

the arc and the enhancement of the westward field. Note also

that the Ev-variatxon across the arc edge is as large as the

E -variation. Thj.3 fact plus the fact that E,, peaks outside
X X

the arc, which might be an effect of the Jong integration time

of the radar observations, implies that these data cannot

simply be applied to Equation 5, since the involved errors are

too large. Thus from this single example it is not possible to

determine the main arc category to which this type belongs. De

la Beaujardiére £.L_&.I- (1977) interpreted the electric fieJ3

intensifxcation inside the arc as being due to a southward
A A

polar.i3at.ion ei.ee trie field. Since ')', u > T. inside the arc a

southwesiwara ambient field results in a net northward

current, which partly should be balanced by southward

polarisation currents.
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According to de la Beaujardiére t»t alr (1977), a correlation

type arc has been observed also in the evening sector, i.e.

the northward field being enhanced within the arc due to a

northward polarisation field. While this observation was not

available at the present time it has not been included into

this study.

3.4 Double-reversal arc I (large ambient electric field)

An example of this type is shown in Fig. 4a, taken from

Marklund et al. (1983). It shows electric field observations

presented in the KI-system (see Appendix) during an auroral

breakup event close to magnetic midnight. The E component

reversed within the arc (between 220 s and 360s) while the

westward field remained fairly constant throughout the flight.

At the end of the flight (>400 s flight time) the electric

field rotated towards southwest and intensified as the rocket

probably passed the convection reversal. Let us however

concentrate upon the double-reversal associated with the first

arc crossing.

As discussed by Marklund e_fc_åJl. (1983), the westward electric

field, which is approximately tangential to the arc drives a

Hall current, which is intensified within the arc, and which

is balanced by secondary southward currents driven by a

southward polarisation electric field. This interpretation is

supported by the fact that E and E are almost equal, being

-8 mV/m and -7.5 mV/m, respectively (cf. Table 2). The

conductivity ratios were taken from Fig.9 in Marklund ejfc__al.

(1983). Since the ambient electric field has a large westward

and small northward component only a slight change of the

field such as a reversal of the northward component to a small

negative value would turn this type into a correlation arc.

Thus, it is obvious that these two types are physically very

similar, the only difference being that they are observed

close to but on opposite sides of the convection reversal. An

example of a transitional case between these two is given in

Fig.4b, taken from Carlsson and Kelley (1977). The data are

here presented in a geomagnetic coordinate system. If instead
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an arc-aligned coordinate system xs used for the second arc

crossing around 320 3 (the arc was oriented approximately in

the geomagnetic northwest-southeast direction) the ambient

field is found to be roughly tangential to the arc and

relatively continuous across the arc edge as compared to the

transverse component which is strongly enhanced within the

arc.

3 . 5 •Inverted__y..,3.r,s

Small-scale inverted V's associated with discrete auroral axes

have commonly been observed by e.g. sounding rockets. These

observations,. were typically made when the ambient field was

enhanced due to the disturbed conditions, thus making it

difficult to resolve tne purely inverted-V associated electric

field. Spxke-like shear flow reversals associated with

large-scale inverted V's have been observed close to the

convection reversal by e.g. the Atmospheric Explorer C

satellite, as reported by Burch et al. (1976). One 3uch

example is given in Fig.5a showing that the reversal typically

occurs three times as a result of the inverted V not being

exactly located at the convection reversal. Fig.5b gives a

schematic representation of the high altitude and ionospheric

electric field which is consistent with the observations. The

small-scale inverted V's should have a similar low-altitude

electric field signature as that depicted in the lower right

graph of Fig.5b if leaving out the ambient field which is

typically non-zero. Whenever the ambient field is small as

compared to the inverted-V associated field the horizontal

current fed through the arc will be small and thus there is no

need for a polarisation field. Consequently the observed

electric field pattern is merely a result of intense downward

and upward field aligned currents linked by Peder3en currents

within the arc. This type is therefore an extreme case of

Birkeland current arcs.
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3-6 Double-reversal arc II (small ambient t

An example of this type is shown in Fig. 6, taken from Edwards

,g-£ al. (1975). The southern edge of the arc was reached around

120 s. The electric field pattern, which was obtained by the

RIT experiment. resembles che double-reversal type of the

polarisation arc." discusae;; in Section 3.4. However, thexe is

an ip>roitant difference. The ambient electric field is airaost

zero, so like in the previous case, there is no need for a

strong polarisation field within the arc. The intense electric

field peak at the poleward arc edge is presumably associated

with a localized pair of oppositely directed Birkeland

currents, k net upward Birkeland current at the equatorward

arc edge and a net downward current at the poleward arc edge

may explain the observed electric field pattern as suggested

in Edwards e£ al. (1975). Since E calculated from Equation

(4) will be approximately zero, the observed E -field has to

be dominated by the Birkeland current contribution (cf. Table

2). We can obtain a rough estimate of the upward field-aligned

current intensity at the equatorward arc edge using the E
Avalue of -15 mV/m ano a value of 20 S for Z , estimated from

the precipitating particle spectra. This gives a sheet current

intensity of 300 mA/m.

3 . 7 Nort-correlation arc

Examples of this type are shown in Fig. 7a, taken from Kintner

fii__aJL. (1974), and Fig. 7b, taken from Mozer and Fahleson

(1970). Both observations were made during the post-midnight

sector with southward ambient electric field. The electric-

field stay3 roughly the same across the arc-edges, although

for the latter case relatively large fluctuations appear

there. For the first case the rocket crossed the equatorward

arc edge after 200 s and then remained within the arc for the

rest of the flight. E ha? been calculated using a ratio of

0.2 for r /Z , and th* result is shown in Table 2 (bottom

panel). An intense upward Birkeland current is needed around

the equatorwarcl arc edg-5 from the current continuity

requirement. Usiny tht value Zp" - 10 S given by Kintnei e_fc
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(1974), w*. obtain an upward sheet current: strength of 0.48

A/m. Such an upward current was also detected by the onboard

magnetometer? rut witn a value of 0.17 A/m. One explanation to

the difference between the two results is that the arc

alignment deviated from the magnetic east-west direction as

assumed in the calculation. A deviation of 25 such that the

electric field would have a westerly component in the

arc-oriented coordinate system would make the two results

compatible. If this should be the case, the similar electric

f^eld inside and outside the arc, is due to the combined

effect that the total current is nearly parallel to the arc

and the much smaller excess transverse current is taken care

of by Birkeland currents (cf. Section 2).

3•8 Evening asymmetric arc

Two examples are shown in Figs 8a and 8b, the first from radar

observations reported by Stiles £i_aJL- (1930) and the second

from rocket observations reported by Evans et al. (1977). This

type resembles the evening anticorrelation type except that

the field remainn low on the poleward side of the arc. This is

the third typer in addition to the anticorrelation and

correlation types, which were explained by de la Beaujardiére

e_fc. al-i (1977) in terms of. a 3outhward polarisation electric

field . For the interpretation to be consistent also with the

continuous field across the poleward arc edge, the ambient

field was assumed to have the form of a step function with a

negative gradient at the poleward edge. This explanation is

somewhat artificial since the observed pattern has the 3ame

form of a stepfunction with the only difference that the

negative gradient instead appears at the equatorward arc edge.

Part of the asymmetry in the electric field pattern may

reflect the gradual decrease of the meridional field towards

the convection reversal as commonly observed by e.g. sounding

rockets. This effect can be seen in Fig.1c showing two

successive arc-crossings. The more equatorward arc is of the

anticorrelation type (I ) while the more poleward arc is of

the asymmetric type (III). A combination of polarisation

charges concentrated around the equatorward edge and upward
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Birkeland currents around the poleward edge with a gradually

decreasing ambient field across the arc is thus a possible

interpretation of the observed features. An alternative

interpretation is discussed in Section 5.

For this case we have therefore introduced a special category,

called combination arcs, since both mechanisms providing

current continuity across the arc are probably important.

4. HIGH-ALTITUDE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

For a majority of the ca3es, summarized in Table 1, the

potential drops across the arcs calculated by integrating the

E -component, are relatively small compared with the

acceleration potentials of the precipitating particles.

Typical values of the former range between 0.5 and 2 kV, as

compared with 3 to 10 kv for the latter. The high-altitude

potential distributions can be obtained by simply subtracting

the acceleration potential from the ionospheric potential, as

described by e.y. Lundin (1976), and later used by several

authors, e.g. åe 3.a Seaujaxdiere et al . (1981). The

acceleration por«n+ial», V., could for a majority of the arcs

studied h«re, be approximated by an irivf?ted-V signature, i.e.

a hardening of *-ne spectra towards the centre ci the arc (cf.

e.g. Figs.1a and 6). The qualifc&tive features of the results

below are relatively insensitive to the actual form of of t'.ie

V distributions being somethxng in between the two extremes,

the ideal inverted V and the 3quarepuls-like distribution. The

high-altitude potentials, V , will, due to the relatively
m

small contribution from the ionospheric potentials, V,, becoma

only slightly modified from the symmetric U-shape. The

modifications are essentially related to the direction of the

ambient electric field and not so much to the snail-scale

variation across the arc, caused by polarisation fields and

field-aligned currents.
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Within each of the following three groups of arc types the

V -profiles will appear to be essentially the same,m

1) I and III with northward ambient fields.

2) I. , I and II, with southward ambient fields.

3) I-, II , II, , reversal arcs with typically a westward
Q €L D

ambient electric field component.

Possible V -profiles? for each of these three cases are shown

in Figs 9a,b.c, corresponding to Fig. 1a, Fig. ?a and Fig. 4a,

with northward; southward and westward ambient electric field

respectively. As can be seen the U-potentials will be tilted

towards north, tilted towards south and approximately

symmetric for ths three cases respectively. In the

intermediate altitude region, the potential distributions are,

as can be seen, S-shaped, the S being mirrored between the two

cases with northward and southward ambient field.

5. DISCUSSION

The arc~cl53!3 .If icrition scheme presented in Table 1 shows one

possible way to order the different electric field patterns

that have been observed around auroral arcs. Earlier work on

this subject is essentially based on the morphological

differences between -the various types. The importance of the

balance between polarisation electric fields and Birkeland

currents for the observed patterns has been stressed earlier

in a number of papers, e.g. Evans et a,l. (1977), de la

Beaujardiére et al. (1977) and Marklund S&.JLL. (1982). To use

this physical relationship for organizing the observed

electric field patterns is, however, a new approach, which has

the advantage of having a more physical than morphological

foundation.

The list in Table 1 is not claimed to be complete. There might

be some additional observations made that could have been

included here. In addition to the four categories that had

been suggested before, namely evening anticorrelation,

correlation, reversal and asymmetric arc types, this new

classification includes the morning anticorrelation type, I.,
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the two double-reversai typas. I , and II respectively and the
ci t>

non-cerrelatxcr. hype II •

Since normally both po.lariaati.ori tields and Birkeland currents

are present, there will be a sascoth transition batw--en the

main cazegcxi.es and intertediatp fo^ius will thus surely exist.

The third cctegory, coiajjiiia-i'.r. arcs. ir r.ot meant CL-

.represent thfise( ly.t t.hos-t. iypcvj wnote oi.e K»"haius';i K ill

dominate in one reg?o*< of the ?.rr and the ether mechanism :n

another region, as exiir.piif.ieci by r.hc asymmetric type.

To astiroace the aijove dif-casseu balance quantitatively AS a

difficult task, .10c1 trie method u.-*<xc! here, «hi---h s.-iwply ;:^;ates

the height inr.<?gra:.ed transverse cuitents well outsiae r̂:d

inside U:e -ir ; ö?;d .;t-:i ?bact.s tn*3 ^if f ex ?nc-~ between these \.o

net Pirk »l̂ r-d current. f.;.cw. ?" o:\lv appxaxima i:s. There. Uf?

several nourceo c£ error • nvplved in thir- kin<l ol calculation,

e.g. in dcterisirirg cite atcisient fields and comiuctivity

ration. The efiect of these axe discus se-d in the append I- and

included in the error limits given irk Table 2 Close to

magnetic, midnight: gradient.'- xx\ the y-dr rection are likely to

occur, although the scale of. this variation is usually nuch

larger than what, is dealt with h-?re. Auroral ir.otions a.nd the

effects of time varying particle Zluxes that will change the

conductivity pattern and thus also the polarisation field are

other examples that reilect the complexity of this kind of

analysis. Nevertheless the method should be adequate for the

purpose of bringing -out the main character istics of the

different kinds of arcs without accounting for all swall-scaie

features. In the examples chosen here, it is interesting to

note that the arcs that are intuitively expected to be

polarisation arcs (cf. Tables 1 and 2) clearly come out as

such when the method is applied.

From equation (4) it is clear that the expected field value

inside the arc, in the abtence of Birke.'iand currents, E , is

dominated by two terms, namely E multiplied by ^ B ^ / ^ O £nd

£ multiplied by o ;L...y . The conductivity ratios? are

typically 0.2 or Ie»3 for the lorraer and between 1.5 and 3 for
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the löttea . NorasaJly the term including E will dominate and

thus have the largest influence on the polarisation field

which is important to note. This also implies that an error in

E will contribute roughly 10 t-mes more than a similar error

in E in the calculation of E. . For tho nsonostatic radar

observations used for this study this component or more

exactly, the geomagnetic east-west component, is not measured

directly but obtained by comparing the observed £ x E-drifls

in the F and the E-regions and using an atmospheric model.

This results in a large uncertainty for this component which

might be of the order of 100%. A comparison between the rocket

and the radar observations used for this study revealed the

following. The E -variations across the arc boundaries were

relatively small in most of the rocket observations while they

were relatively large, often as large as the E -variations in

many of the radar observations Ccf. e.g. Figs. 1a and 1b).

This might be due to the large, uncertainty involved in

calculating E , from the monostatic radar measurements. For
y

this reason the rocket, observations, which provide high

accuracy a.nå high resolution for both components of the arc

associated field, axe better 3uited for this kind of analysis.

However, a disadvantage with rorket observations as compared

with radar observations is that the latitudinal coverage

sometimes does not suffice to provide a good estimate of the

ambient field.

In general it seems that whenever the ambient electric field

is large, the polarisation effect will tend to dominate, and

when the ambient field is saall Birkeland currents will

dominate the arc electric field pattern. This follows also

immediately from Fq. '4}. IT- l he absence of a polarisation

field uniP.aliFtically inre.nse, f. i.elcl- ali gned currents would be

needed whenever the ambient field is large.

In this study we have concentrated on the large-scale features

of the arc-associated field and thus disregarded the local

field around the arc edge» which can be seen clearly in e.g.

the evening arsti correlation arc shown in Fig. la. These local

electric Held enhancements may b*" associated with intense
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pairs of oppositely directed Bxrkelarsd currents, as shown by

e.g. Marklund et al. (1982) and the net effect from these may

accou

(5)) .

account for part of the difference between E and E (cf. Eq.

FOT ?evv-ral of the Cz-.ses st'.3ioci h^re tiv?- election spectra

observed could fc? cnsr^rt erireö by approximately an inverted-V

sic,iV'X •*:•, s..v e g . i.?i Fig ia Thus the low altitude signature

of r.nt oiectri:"" fiejd should be si.mi3.dr to the lower right

graph in Fig 5!:-. -If tlw ?r<; r .»a ns.it i on at. the poleward eao*i

is smoother chän J fc v he &q<a?;crward e-ige, the acceleration

potential of the ptecipit ••:>•:, i.ng particles should decrease mere

gradually and thus the «q-jit>o*;s.-r;!-.ials rhould ne rcore widely

spaced. Thus the electric fit-it' distribution would appear as

shown in the û p.-r ar-iph of Fig. 10. By superposing this

pattern on the box-like pc ! a ~:.ia*zion • f.iel 'j-doirt.in..ited electric

field pattern sbovrn ;-i-, th-:- T.i.ddle graph, a fin.̂ J pattern will

be cbtaivied (lower yraph) which shows a great sirr;ilarifcy with

the evening anticorrelatzon type in Fig. 1a. If the ambiunt

field is lower on the poleward than on tV»e equatorward side of

the arc as would be expected for cvn arc closer to the

convection reversal the resulting electric field pattern will

resemble that of the asymmetric type (cf. Fig.8a). If this

should be the case it seems logical to regard this type as a

slightly modified version of the evening anticorrelation type.

The only difference if? that the relative influence of

Birkeland currents as compared to polarisation, on the

electric field pattern at the poleward arc edge has to be

larger for the asymmetric case due to its smaller ambient

field value. More observations are, however, needed in order

to clarify this.

Thus the electric field patterns around auroral arc3 are

likely to have several different sources. The ambient electric

field which shows a typical local time dependence, is believed

to have its or.tgxn in the magnetosphe.ric convection (cf. e. c?.

de la Beaujartfi'l-rc sX,.,^l- (1977) and Yaauhaxa., (1981)) The

origin of the polar i £-'* t i on field .\s probably a result of the

enhanced i '>r;o:!:r-hrtr • r <.'orni\\ct-\vi.):y caused, hy the precipitating
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at» rot a.! ^rtic'as. i. . e H l^ca! iorio^pheri c :;ffect. TnJ s i.s

supported by the gc-:i agree?!» ̂ r̂ : fornd in 3ect:;.;ri 3 between the

expected field ins.-.<1-3 tn- oxc due to polarisation «n<1 the

obFGTve.l tiaid. Friaily. '..r--- discrete and localized

U-potential con.-riguvöti.ons above arcs giva rise to Birkeiand

currents and low altitude electric field signatures that are

intimately coupled to the polarisation fie)d ana responsible

for further modifications oi the observed electric field

patterns.
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6.

The electric field patterns around auroral arcs as determined

fioc a number of rocket and radar observation?: during various

geophysical conditions have been studied and systematized. The

results of this study are summa3:ized below.

1) An arc-el «t&sif ication scheose has been lev? loped which

reflects the relative influence on the ace electric field

pattern from the two current cont .nuxty mechanisms, Birke.ian;!

currents and polarisation electric fields.

2) Quantitative estimates of thiy balance were obtained for

c<iny of i-,he v*>.t:oi.!S tvp- .? ••>;.iaerved. Fo/ -Ve evening --jic

rooming antic:ori elation arc: a;:i he doubl*» r j'.:;;-3al arc i,

the obs"-::vt.& li&lri withir- rhe .?•;?• A"-- sh -nn t'.- 'c** close to hh^

transverse iie.~. <3 exf'e'rteci i1!-- ;,o poiai isatiov:. only. Thu^,

the3e th-:^r: types ard pcoti:iiv,&My <x~-r:o the c -rreTation arc

should beiony cc -'Je same c« t»g •,::>• - polarisat :.on arcs.

3) For the invert«•?.--V arc and the double reversal arc II

observed around magnetic midnight and the so-called

non-correlation arc, intense Birkeland currents are needed to

explain the arc-associated pattern. Thus, these have been

named Birkeland current arcs. The third category, the

combination arcs, is examplifled by the asymmetric type for

which both mechanisms are important but in different regions

of the arc. In a certain sense this type might also be

regarded as a 3lightly modified version of the evening

anticorrelation type.

A) For a majority of the rocket observations the variations in

E were relatively small as compared with the variations in E
y «

across the arc boundaries. This is consistent with the

assumption that E_ 3hould be continuos across the arc edge.

However, for the woncstatic radarobservations, the electric

field variations were almost as large in both directions,

which is believed to be due to the large uncertainty involved

to calculate the line of 3j.ght component, which in the above
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cas? was equal to Ew. In this type of study it is itapottant

that the E -component can h<t estimated with sufficient
y

accuracy since it often has the dominating influence on the

polarisation field.

5) The "transient"' tehavicur of the electric field close to

the arc: eocies of rhe ever ing anti.correia.tion type, with an

intenr-a peak at the equetorward arc edgt and a gradual return

to the ambient fi-u-'i value at: the poleward arc edge, might be

consistent: witli the siir^rposition oi n somewhat niodified

inverted•v en f-he box-"like polar .is at ion-dominated ei.eet.ric

field pav.tern, it the a.v.L>Jent field is lower on the poleward

than on the equatorward side oi the box, the resulting

field-pattern will "nstead resemble the evening asyrcmetzic

type, thus emphasizing the close relationship between these

two types.

6) The high-altitude potential distributions for three arcs

with northward, westward and southward ambient fields

respectively and approximately an inverted-V signature of the

accelerated particles were shown to have a U-shaped profile,

which was, in the z expect.; ve cases, tilted towards north,

untilted and tilted towards south.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1a. Rocket observations of an evening anticorrelation

arc reported on by Marklund £i_jjJL (1982), showing frosi the

top the E and the £ .-component?,, the electron energy flux and
y A

at the bottom the acceleration potential of the precipitating

particles.

Figure 1b. Radar observations of electron density and electric

field associated with an evening anticorrelation arc

(reproduction from de la BeaujardiAie efr &j,. . 1977). The

letters I, E and P indicate the position of the baam with

respect to the axe (I = inside, E ~ equatorward and P =

poleward). The lower panel shows the horizontal electric field

vectors.

lfjgure \c. Rocket observations of the same arc type as in

Figs. 1a and 1b (reproduction from Figure 4 in Cahill e^ a}.-.

1980). From the top are shown the E - and the E -coaponents
x y

and at the bottom the electric field magnitude together with

the precipitated energy flux.

Figure 2a. RIT electric field observations of a morning

anticorrelation arc. The upper and lower panels show the

westward and northward electric field components,

respectively, and the horizontal line represents the time

period where the rocket encounters the arc.

Figure 2b. STARE (Scandinavian Twin Auroral Radar Experiment)

plot of the ionospheric electric field vectors during the same

event as that in Figure 2a. The approximate location of the

arc ia represented by the dashed area and the rocket electric

field vectors by the thicker arrows associated with the

encircled points.

Figure 3, Correlation Arc. This figure is reproduced from

Figure 13 in de la Beaujardiére e/fc... aj.. (1977) and shows

electron density and electric field v&iicttions associated with

an intense morning arc. The format is the same as that, in
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Figure 1b.

Figure 4a. Rocket observations of a double-reversal arc I

reported by Marklund et. al. (1982). The figure shows the E

and E components (upper panel} and the electron energy flux

(lower panel).

Figure 4b. Example of a transitional case between the

correlation arc and the double-reversal arc I (reproduction

from Carlson and Kelley, 1977). From the top are shown the

westward and the northward electric field components and at

the bottom, the differential electron flux.

Figure 5a. Inverted V-event associated with spikelike ion

shear flow reversals, as observed by the Atmospheric Explorer

C satellite. At the top is shown the integral electron flux,

in the middle the east-west ion drift velocity and at the

bottom V , a parameter which is a measure of the field-aligned

electrostatic potential drop. (Reproduction from Fig.6 in

Burch et al.. 1976.)

Figure 5b. This figure, which is reproduced from Figure 8 in

Burch et ^1 (1976), gives a schematic representation of the

field-aligned currents (j«)f ionospheric Hall and Pedersen

currents (j. ) f and electric equipotentials associated with the

parallel and perpendicular electric fields consistent with the

AEC observations shown in Fig.5a. Altitude 1 is the 280-kra

altitude of the AE spacecraft, while Altitude 2 is presumed to

be significantly higher. The parameter (AV) „ * V , explained

above.

Fjaure 6. Double-reversal arc II. The figure is a reproduction

of Figure 1 in Edwards e.i.j&JL- (1975), and shows HIT electric

field observations through a discrete auroral arc. The panels

show from the top, the electron intensities at various

energies, and below the northward and the westward electric

field components.
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7a. Rocket observations of a non-correlation arc. The

figure is reproduced from Figure 2 in Kintner et al. (1974)

and shows the direction and magnitude at the observed electric

field after subtraction of the X x fi contribution. The

horizontal line represents the time interval when the rocket

is within the arc,

Fjaure 7b. Non-correlation arc. This example is taken from

Figure 6 in Mozer and Fahleson (1970) and shows at the top the

electron flux intensity and below the southward and the

eastward electric field components as a rocket flew out of an

auroral arc.

Fjqujre 8a. Rocket observations of an asymmetric arc. The

figure is reproduced from Figure 2 in Evans e_t_al« (1977)

showing the horizontal electric field components observed

during the flight, in an arc-oriented coordinate system. The

horizontal line represents; the time interval when the rocket

was within the arc.

Figure 8b. Radar observations of an asymmetric arc. This

figure is reproduced from Figure 5 in Stiles et al. (1980) and

shows the northward (solid line) and eastward (dashed line)

electric fields as observed by the Chatanika monostatic radar.

For further explanation see Figure 1b.

3. Examples of high altitude potential distributions as

determined from the difference beetween the ionosperic

potential across the arc and the acceleration potential of the

precipitated particles.

9a corresponds to the case in Figure 1a with northward

ambient field.

Figure 9b corresponds to the case in Figure 2a with southward

ambient field.
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Figure 9c corresponds to the case in Figure 4a with

predominantly a westtiorthwestward ambient electric field.

Figure 10. Possible interpretation of the asymmetry in the

electric field patten-» of the evening anticorrelation arc.
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APPENDIX

This section is intended to provide additional information on

the datasets used for this study and some insight into the

kind of errors which are involved in the calculations.

In Table 3 are summarized for each case: the azimuth of the

direction towards the rocket impact point or the radar viewing

direction relative to geographic (GG) or gemagnetic (GM) north

(defined as positive from north towards east), the rocket

range or radar site, the coordinate system used to present

data, the approximative arc-orientation and finally the

magnetic local time (MLT) around which the observations were

made.

Essentially three, different coordinate systems have been used,

namely the arc-oriented (AO), the geographic (GG) and the

geomagnetic (GM) systems. The Kiruna system (KI) is a special

Cartesian coordinate system described in Kuppers et frl, (1979)

which could be viewed as a modified GM system appropriate for

the north-Scandinavian area.

There are several error sources involved when applying the

observations to the method used here. Some of these have

already been mentioned or discussed in the main text above.

The errors involved in choosing the electric field and

conductivity ratios representative for the ambient and the arc

.region depend of course on the actual situation. For the

events listed in Table 2 the estimated errors due to this and

the limited accuracy of the instruments and the

data-processing procedures are typically 10-40% for the

ambient field and 2O-3O\ for the conductivity ratios. This

results in the estimated error limits for E and 3$ /% given

in the two last columns of Table 2.
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The above error limits are calculated assuming the coordinate

system used is equal to the AO-systew i.e. E = E-,.

If there is an angle between the two systems the resulting

error in E and E can roughly be given as:

For about half of the events listed in Table 3, <* was,

relatively small (typically < 5°) and consequently also the

resulting errors. For the rest of the events the

arc-orientation is either not exactly known or known but

different from the y-direction used. These events are

discussed below.

Fig.2a, type I.

The only available information found on the arc location was a

latitude-time diagram of the auroral motions relative the

rocket trajectory, from which it is not possible to accurately

obtain the arc-orientation. However, from the STARE plot shown

in Fig.2b it seems as if the region of decreased and disturbed

electric field lies predominantly in the E-W-direction. The

discontinuity in E at the equatorward arc edge (ct. Fig.2a)

might be a consequence of a ̂  0. An arc-orientation of 20°

anticlockwise from the geographic E-W~direction is needed to

completely remove the discontinuity in E . Polarisation will

still dominate the arc electric field pattern in this

plausible arc-oriented system. In a GM-system which is more

appropriate than the GG-system used here (although the

difference is small in the northern part of Scandinavia) the

discontinuity in E is reduced and the results otherwise

essentially unaltered.

Fig.3, type Ic

According to de la Beaujardiére ,fit_.. .fliVj. (1977) the arc was

aligned 20° anticlockwise from the geomagnetic E-W-direction.

In an A0-system the southward field is still seen to increase

within the arc (i.e. a correlation arc) and the discontinuous
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behaviour of E is uneffected or even slightly enhanced thus

making it impossible to calculate the polarisation dominated

field within reasonable error limits.

Fig.4b, type I.

A rough transformation of the electric-field data from GM to

AO for the second arc-crossing around 320 s clearly shows that

the equatorward (transverse to arc) component is strongly

intensified inside the arc, while the tangential component

varies much less across the arc edge. As discussed in Section

3.4 thxs raight be a transitional case between types I and I,

Fig.7a, type II
v

As described by Kintner et al. (1974) the arc developed to the

north of the rocket, broadened and at about 210 s envelopped

the rocket. The orientation of the arc at the crossing is thus

unknown. As discussed in Section 3.7 the estimates of Jn by

the two methods differed by a factor of three. At least part

of this difference may be understood in view of the large

error limits for E (cf. Table 2) and the uncertainty in the

arc-orientation, as discussed in Section 3.7.



Table t, Summary of the observations

Arc category Subtype E -conf E (amb.) E (amb.) E polarisation Examples

I. Polarisation
arcs

I : evening-
anticorrela-
tion Arc

large,
N-ward

small, E- or
W-ward

S-ward

I, : raorning-
anticorrela-
tion

S-ward small, E- or
W-ward

N-ward

I : correlation S-ward W-ward S-ward

I,: double-
reversal I

N-ward W-ward S-ward

Marklund et al. (1982)
Cahill £t art. (1980)
de la Beaujardiere
&k ål- (1977)

Theile £t al. (1981)
Ziesoleck et al.(1983)
Potter et al'. (1970)

de la Beaujardiere
et al. (1977)

Marklund et al_. (1983)
Carlson and Kel ley
(1977)

Birkeland
current arcs

IIa: Inverted V
(single or tri"
pie reversal) f small, N-

and S-ward
smal1,

typic. W-ward

II,: double»
reversal II

small, N-
ward

small, E- or
W-ward

II : non-corre-
c lation S-ward typ. W-ward

Burch et al. (1976)

Edwards et al. (1975)

Kintner et al. (1974)
Mozer and Fahleaon
(1970)

III. Combination
arcs

III ; evening
asymmetric

large
N-ward

small, E- or
W-ward

probably S-ward
at aquatorward
arc edge, small
at the poleward

Stiles et ,al, (1980)
Evans et al. (1977)



Table 2. Quantitative estimate of the relative importance of the Polarisation fields and Birkeland currents

Type

I a , Fig.la

I b , Fig.2a

I , , Fig.4a

:i f a , Fig.6

LId , Fig.7a

E E

X
(raV/m)

50

-40

5

0

-60

<
(mV/m)

18

- 2 0

-7 .5

- 1 5

-60

EE

y
(mV/m)

12

0

- 1 3

0

0

y
GnV/ra)

8

™7

- 1 7

0

0

y E.y A
4p / -p

0.2

0.3

0.4

-

0.2

v A/ZA

1.5

1.5

1.3

-

-

1

1

1.6

-

-

E o
(mV/m)

23 ±5

-16 +6

-8 ±3

0 +3

- 1 2 ±7

Jjlp
k «

(n^V/m)

-5 ±6

-4 ±6

+0.5±4

-15 ±4

-48±12



Table 3, Relationship between the rocket trajectories or radar viewing direction B, coordinate systems and the auroral

foras for the different events

Fig.

la

1b

1c

2a

3

4a

\
5a

6

7a

7b

8a

8b

Type

Ia

Ia
Ia

h

lc

I

"a

IIb

IIc

III

III

Impact (Ro)/Radar azimuth

Ro: 346° rel GG.N

Ra: 270° rel GM.N

Ro: 356° rel GM.N

Ro: 339° rel GG.N

Ra: 2?0° rel GM.N

Ro: 356° rel GG.N

Ro: 70° rel GM.N

Sa: high-inclination,
circular orbit, alti-
tude 280 km

Ro: 328° rel GG.N

Ro: - 0° rel GM.N

Ro: poleward

Ro: 341° rel GG.N

Raj 90° rel GM.N

Rocket range/ , ..
radar site

Esrange (Sw)

Chatanika (Al)

Poker Flat (Al)

Andenes (No)

Chatanika (Al)

Esrange (Sw)

Ft.Churchill (Ca)

Andenes (No)

Poker Flat (Al)

Andenes (No)

Andenes (No)

Chatanika (Al)

Coordinate
system

AO

GM

GM

GG

GM

KI

GM

IL/MLT

GG

GG

GG

A0

GM

Arc-orientation

* GG within a few degrees

~E'WGM

not exactly known. STARE
plot (cf.Fig.2b) suggests
an approx.E-W orientation

~20° anticlockwise from

E"WGM
oval structure approx. el-
ongated in E-WrM

"'45° clockwise from E~ W
G M

Inv.V, close to 70 IL and
magnetic midnight

^ E" WGM
arc broadens and envelop the
rocket. Orientation not known

*/E*WGM
within a few degrees

-MLT

19.30

20.30

21 .00

23.00

00.30

23.30

22.30

01 .30

23.00

23.00

01 .00

22.00

22.30

Abbreviations Ro • rocket
Ra " radar
Sa - satellite

GG • geographic
GM " geomagnetic
AO • arc-oriented
KI » Kiruna system (form of GM)

N • north
E - east
S - south
W « west

Sw « Sweden
No • Norway
Ca » Canada
Al « Alaska

IL /MLT
invariant-latitude/magnetic local time
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AURORAL ARC CLASSIFICATION SCHEME BASED ON THE OBSERVED

ARC-ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC FIELD PATTERN

G. Marklund,

June 1983, 46 jp. incl. illus., in English

Radar and rocket electric tield observations of auroral arcs

have earlier b&en used to identify essentially four different

arc types, namely anticorrelation and correlation arcs (with,

respectively, decreased and increased arc-associated field)

and asymmetric and reversal arcs. In this paper rocket double

probe and supplementary observations from the literature,

obtained under various geophysical conditions, are used to

organize the different arc types on a physical rather than

morphological basis. This classification is based on the

relative influence on the arc electric field pattern from the

two current continuity mechanisms, polarisation electric

fields and Birkeland currents. In this context the tangential

electric field plays an essential role and it is thus

important that it can be obtained with both high accuracy and

resolution. In situ observations by sounding rockets are shown

to be better suited for this specific task than monostatic

radar observations. Depending on the dominating mechanism,

estimated quantitatively for a number of arc-crossings, the

different arc types have been grouped into the following main

categories: Polarisation arcs, Birkeland current arcs and

Combination arcs. Finally the high altitude potential

distributions corresponding to some of the different arc types

are presented.

wor.d? •• Auroral arcs, Electric fields, Polarisation,

Birkeland currents, Arc-classification, Potential

distributions, Rocket observations, Radar observations.


